MUNICIPAL RESOLUTION NO. 61
Series of 2010

A RESOLUTION RESERVING THE PARCEL OF LAND COVERED
BY TCT NO. 11974 AS AN ANNEX OF BACOOR NATIONAL HIGH
SCHOOL TO BE KNOWN AS THE "BACOOR NATIONAL HIGH
SCHOOL VILLA MARIA ANNEX".

Sponsored by: Bayani M. De Leon

WHEREAS, one of the priority programs and advocacy of the
present administration is the pursuit of knowledge and education;

WHEREAS, the enrollees in the existing public secondary school
in the Municipality, the Bacoor National High School has increased
dramatically necessitating the establishment of an Annex Campus;

WHEREAS, secondary students residing in the Molino area had
to contend with the daily problem of commuting to school and the
worsening traffic condition that severely affect their studies;

WHEREAS, the establishment of an Annex campus to decongest
the existing Bacoor National High School Main Campus and to make
the school location more accessible to the students is needed;

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY
RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan in session assembled to
specifically designate and reserve the property covered by TCT
Number 11974 located at Villa Maria subdivision for the establishment
of the Bacoor National High School Annex to be known as Bacoor
National High School Villa Maria Annex.

RESOLVED FURTHER that copies of this resolution be
furnished to all concerned for their information and guidance.

ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY by the Sangguniang Bayan at its
22nd special session this 27th of May 2010.
HON. MIGUEL N. BAUTISTA
Councilor/Acting Presiding Officer

Attested by:

ATTY. KHALID A. ATEGA, JR.
Secretary to the Sangguniang Bayan

Approved by:

HON. STRIKE B. REVILLA
Municipal Mayor

BAGONG BACOOOR!
Tapat sa Serbisyo, Nagkakaisa sa Pagbabago...

Address: Evangelista St., Barangay Tabing Daga, Bacoor, Cavite
Telephone No.: (046) 434-0716